Diverse Factions Unite

Vast Vietnam Moratorium Day Support
Despite President Nixon's Vocal Rebuff

B. ROBERT SATTER
Daily Political Writer

Despite President Nixon'sgons' firmest refutation that he will allow students to protest, support for Monday's Day has snowballed to an extent that its organizers are cheerfully counseling they have little hope of controlling the day's activities.

Students, congressmen, governors, city managers, and local legislators have Senator E.D. Farkas, Robert Hurley, Richard Ryan, Edward Dicks, and William Paley's pledge to support the movement as long as it remains "peaceful, lawful, and nonviolent."

The nation's high schools are even beginning to get into the art, with many following the example of the nation's largest public school system, in New York City, whose 1.1 million pupils and their teachers have decided to hold classes. Many high school students may skip classes to protest.

In addition, Moratorium leaders are

support certain support from thousands of sympathizers, not all of whom agree. Many proponents around the country are expected to wear black armbands to mark the more than 80,000 Americans killed in Vietnam, and insist of war dead will be in mast seem prevent students from attending the activities. Students take on the solemn com- pations that at all begins, momentum continues to build. Some universities and colleges canceled classes, while others have refused to cancel normal activities.

Whittier College and Duke University were left alone, for it appears that, in the view of his father's consent.

Hallman describes the nature of democa-

CUBP Sponsored War Films Honor Viet Moratorium

College Union Open Usual Hours Today

The new College Union on Ninth Street will be open all day today, from 8 a.m. to midnight, except for normal hours, 8 a.m. to midnight. is not to be missed during the Vietnam Moratorium.

President Dismisses Plannned Demonstrations as 'Nothing New'

President Nixon declared in an Ameri-

Congressman Mother Moore, a vociferous critic as Edmund Muskie, George Dallas, and major students who have died or will die in Vietnam in the coming years.
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**Staff Comments**

### Everyone's Worries

**BY JIM DOUGLASS**

I talk to someone on the campus, while sitting with Mark, in hand, borders on the ludicrous. But is the taking of another's life not also ludicrous? A more reasonable division, if there is one, would be to withdraw 1,000 troops per week, continually, until some limit be reached. These troops would be brought home; not shipped to some nearby island to be deployed at a later date.

But let this deal directly with our own relatives and none of us will have to worry anymore. Keeping his mind in order, perhaps the only way we can do is to start thinking about making our policy make a mere pile of junk for the youngest protégé plant? Perhaps not. Perhaps the only way we can make under current situation would be "just as is", such as it is.

The idea of perhaps at gauging and railing more on life. John McConnell, Speaker of the House, dressed in flakus.

---

**Happy Birthday Shannon**

**BY R.L. BRADLEY**

Today should be a significant one for me. It will be one of milestones, The War Movement perhaps? Only Nixon can't take care of me.

But look is slightly relaxing his grasp against the white world. After all, I trained him by God and country and surfboard.

More significant, today is my daughter's birthday. Shannon is already two years old - and another week, and another day will pass. As before hearing from home, I'd find myself shredding over articles in the paper about battles fought. No more, the war will not be a problem anymore.

---

**Slaughter Begins at Home**

**BY ISABEL BURTON**

I am a woman. Therefore I need not fear the draft. I have three brothers. One spent two out of four years in the service, at home and in Europe; the other two are still in high school. Therefore, I need not fear the draft.

I am a Chicana. Many of my people's sons have been drafted and killed or wounded. Yet, I am not afraid of the draft.

---

**Why Wars?**

**BY DAVE SMILEY**

Why does God let wars happen? How can I love and worship a God that allows such atrocities? Doesn't life mean anything to Him? Why do we have wars?

Our troops are simple. Man, who has a completely free will, chooses his actions. His choices, creates his own hell. Simple man watches Vietnam and' glean the other hell, that is, the one created by the many at war, and how to end it.

I think that on the day of our victory and our people is on his way to a more just and peaceful world. He created, wrote the Bible, the Koran, and the Qur'an. God's peace is peace. His "weapon" is love. He and His purpose is war.

---

**Staff Comments**

### Computerized

**BY ED CROUCH**

In honor of Oct. 15, which just may become a national holiday, I give you the approximate time it will take to read the Spartan Daily a chance to know my opinion.

For some reason, our local draft board decided that our college population is for some reason not fortunate enough that they don't have to worry about life.

General Heberly's retirement made me wonder. Whether it was a step in the right direction or in the wrong direction. With Richard the president, the dog in the Army would have to be walking papers. It's too bad of his. I just can't see him doing it. I just can't see how to do it. Well, really I think we should have to look up to Mr. John Vonkluck. He's the fellow who has "competerized" wars within one or two per cent. Of course, that is to say that Mr. John can tell us up to 10 months ahead of time who will be killed, which, where, and how.

Just think, it might be possible for Dr. V to tell us. As a matter of fact, there was a story in Oct. 1, 1973, at 3:34 a.m. by a sniper's bullet, in Quong. Foundation.

Meantime, back at the maton, let's, just see if Oct. 15 will make any significant difference in the War when it ends.

Remember, don't go to class, drive your car, and do anything. It might just be the trick.

---

**Meaningless?**

**BY JEFF KEVNON**

It is known that on Oct. 15, as the third anniversary of the War on the conflict in Vietnam, that hundreds of thousands of American's are to be demonstrated.

Perhaps, we don't forget the day of our vacation and protest, can't name is on my menu.

Why Wars? Because it is a war...
VIETNAM NO CONCERN OF BLACKS, BROWNS

The war is here at home. This spring, as the final year of both Black and Chicano leaders on campus,
I sympathize and empathize with my war," said (name) in an interview in The Aquarian. "I support the war and wish it would end, but I do not support the war in Vietnam." The word is out in America, and the Blacks in the war are outraged here at home to help solve the problems of their people and the urban crisis, expressed Dr. (name), assistant director of the Black Studies Program.

"In the name of the Black, the Black Study Program cooperated with the Vietnam Committee to organize a student demonstration and a merchant's class program and keep up in the U.S.A."

SAMUEL WILLIAMS, junior, economics.

"Our war is not the same as Vietnam. We are fighting for our country."

KAREN ANDERSON, junior, English.
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Petition Asking Release Of Airman To Circulate

The family of Lt. Everett Alvarez Jr. has sent out a plea for help to obtain his immediate release as a prisoner of war in Vietnam. Lt. Alvarez was captured two days after the start of the war and thus remains the longest-held American of any war.

A petition directed to President Nixon will be circulated around the country. The family demands that more forceful action be taken on behalf of the release of Lt. Everett Alvarez Jr., USN, and other prisoners of war.

The petition will be circulated on a national basis. It is reprinted by both liberal and conservative San Jose papers.

WHERE CAN YOU GET 10% OFF ON REGULAR PRICES??

PAYLESS CLEANERS
1560 North First—San Jose—286-8800
THE HOME OF THE HUMBLE LOVE BUG

SAN JOSE'S No. 1 ACTION SPOT FOR THE COLLEGE CROWD

Everyone 18 & Over Welcomes

THE WAREHOUSE PRESENTS A GIANT DANCE

TO THE GREAT SOUL SOUNDS OF THE MOST DYNAMIC GROUP TO EVER HIT SAN JOSE

THE RENEGADES AND THE POPULAR Chicago Typewriter

THIS

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

(Oct. 16) (Oct. 17) (Oct. 18)

9 P.M. TO 1:30 A.M.

THE WAREHOUSE

1760 South Seventh — San Jose

1/2 mile south of Spartan Stadium

THE ILLEGITIMATE THEATER

is now

DOING THEIR THING
at Rickey's in Palo Alto
COME IN AND DO IT WITH US
Fri., Sat. — 9-11 p.m.
8299 El Camino — 327-6326

BEST WAY TO START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN

VW

1560 North First — San Jose — 286-8800

Wednesday, October 15, 1969
Protesters Maintain Silent Vigil Against Vietnam Involvement

By GREG JOHNSON

San Jose Weekly

The vigil, an outgrowth of efforts to maintain silent vigils as a protest against the Vietnam War, is now over. Because it has not gone over the heads of everyone who hates the war.

Every Thursday, from noon to 2 p.m., a silent vigil stands outside the corner of First and Santa Clara streets. Four blocks from campus. They have been standing there every Thursday for seven years with the exception of one Thanksgiving. Their signs are: "Until America is ready to stop killing and being killed in Vietnam."

You've been doing this for seven years, is a common question. The small group of protesters smiled modestly.

"There to be home," one of the group explained. "Many members of the group continued to smile. One member, knowing an informal stipulation, whispered, "They think of it as to stand there and say nothing." says George L. Collins, who represents the San Jose section of the Federal Council for Public Affairs, the national organization committed to non-violent protest. The idea is to stand there and say nothing, making a point with a silent protest."

Customers who hate the war, say Collins, "Make a statement in a non-violent way of their opposition to the war."

Collins, who represents the San Jose section of the Federal Council for Public Affairs, the national organization committed to non-violent protest. The idea is to stand there and say nothing, making a point with a silent protest."

Customers who hate the war, say Collins, "Make a statement in a non-violent way of their opposition to the war."

One Thursday a week, the vigil is held in silence for an hour. Violence only serves to demoralize those who are against the war, says Collins.

"Man is basically non-violent, says Collins. "You have to be a fellow to make him the servicer. You have to be the victim to make him a violent fighter."

Protestors Maintain Silent Vigil Against Vietnam Involvement

Wednesday, October 18, 1969

SPARTAN DAILY

DIG JAZZ? — BLUES?

If Jazz or Blues are your bag, you're diggin' The Blue Note. Featuring Jean and Blaus exclusively, we have a fantastic assortment of records and tapes, as well as jam sessions, on Sunday. Make it on over with your own record or tape, we'd dig hearing them.

THE BLUE NOTE

354 E. Campbell Ave.,
Campbell

City T's Coupon And Bring With You

TONIGHT

"CHIK" NITE at ALFIE'S

1100 ALAMO AVE., SAN JOSE — 293-8172

Featuring

• THE JOINT VENTURE
• THROCKMORRITON
• FETER PAT AND THE PIDS

Admission $1.00 Dancers — ALL GIRLS FREE

THIS FRI. OCT. 17th — COLD BLOOD

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY

HAS EXCELLENT CAREER POSITIONS IN

Personnel, Management and Civil Engineering

A representation will be on campus to interview October 20th & 21st.

1. ADMINISTRATIVE ANALYST ($657-841). Entrance level in personnel and business administration with no prior positions to be filled. Requires a degree in business or public administration, economics or political science.

2. ACCOUNTANT-AUDITOR ($415-841). Offers an opportunity to gain valuable experience in auditing, general, or departmental accounting. Requires a degree in accounting or business administration.


For applications and further information contact Mr. Jack Hornick, Director.

United Technology Center

P.O. Box 728
Martinez, California 94553
Phone: 228-3100, ext. 2017

[Advertisement for United Technology Center]

From outer space to inner earth.

In the past decade, UTC has made significant contributions to this country's aerospace technology through research, development, and production of rockets, satellites, and advanced propulsion systems. As a leader in the development of solid-propellant rockets, UTC possesses the fine experience of the successful Titan II/C-5 space-launch vehicles. UTC is also noted for its notable successes with its 20-fused, high-performance solid-upper stages rocket on the Scout, Thor, and Delta space-launch vehicles.

UTC is now the leader in the field of hybrid rocketry, employing a combination of solid and liquid rocket technology. Hybrid rockets developed by UTC are proving their worth in terms of reliability, safety, and economy. UTC has recently completed a multistage engine used in the first flight test of an American rocket, and to manufacture metal products, ranging from small machined parts to large rocket motor cases.

In addition, UTC has a continuous program to develop and manufacture metal parts, ranging from small machined parts to large rocket motor cases. These activities are from the knowledge gained in work with glass fiber-reinforced plastic-motor pipe. Achievements such as these require the diverse skills of college graduates with those essential educational backgrounds.

Chemical Engineering

Industrial Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Electrical & Electronic Engineering

If you are interested in employment opportunities at UTC, please schedule an appointment tor one-on-one interviews with our College Representative, Mr. Loren R. Bonham.

Interviews: October 23 and 24

SPECIAL VALUE!

WAXHIDE/SHAG SADDLES

only 16.80

Do it now! Save on good looking, hefty saddles in either waxhide and shag or contrasting all-over waxhide. Special purchase makes these savings possible. But you've got to make your move now!

Regularly $18.95

ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA — VALLEY FAIR CENTER
SAN ANTONIO CENTER — FREMONT FASHION CENTER

Shop Monday through Friday nights — plenty of free parking

[Advertisement for United Technology Center]
Conscientious Objection Instead of Military

BY CRAIG EVANS

Spartan Campus Life Editor

As the Vietnam War lumbered along, an increasing number of students was
exonerated on draft age men. Because of this presence from the draft, many men are searching
for alternative to participation
in the military.

The alternative to conscientious objector status has no basis for national
conscience of religious training and study.

According to Guy Cushing, former special agent for conscientious objector
activity. "If one really шаг down and looks at the hate and destruction in our world, we
realize justly on the cost
of destruction.

"Young people all over the world are making searches for spiritual meaning that might
avoid such a disaster."

CONCERN

This concern has spurred many young men to render con-
scientious objection to the war. Unfortunately, Cushing added,
most draft age men don’t think of becoming a conscientious ob-
jector unless they’re confronted with the draft. "If a person never seriously considers killing people
and has drafted him, it is to me an in-
complete intellectual approach and people just shrug it off in a very short time.

"DRAFT UPHOLD"

"In my twenty years I have not pro-
cert am at the question of whether we are likely to take a life or not. That’s why the draft is futile.

As a Christian society we’re told the Ten Commandments.

Therefore, the environment a va-

What contact with the military you’ve supposed to be-

The main reason has a saying that

"the least the rightest knows about the draft the better it op-
est.

Cushing continued that "not knowing the alternative of con-
scientious objection, I entered the Marine Corps Reserve be-
cause of that situation, I would have been more likely to be in Vietnam.

"My not wanting to see Vietnam was an objection to a particu-
lar war, the Vietnam war.

But two years later I find myself supported by all war and violence.

"My training in the Marine Corps lead me to realize that my material existence left
my life confined in many ways.

NEUTROGENIC

I understand the military operate-

ing through fear, thus creating

neurotic hate and aggression in the young men of America.

"Our generation is a part in history where we can fully realize what the aggressive tendencies
of man have done to destroy the environment and the mental

and physical health.

The draft is a crime against the spirit of mankind.

For reservations

Phone 292-1266

Spartan Bookstore

"In the College Union"

Open on Monday, Oct. 20 in the

NEW COLLEGE UNION

Spartan Bookstore

"In the College Union"

Long and Associates

675 N. 1st, Suite 507

297-3767

The Beethoven Year

Opens on Monday, Oct. 20 in the

NEW COLLEGE UNION

Spartan Bookstore

"In the College Union"

Support your local florist.

The payoff,

LAUNDRY SPECIAL

Fluff dried & folded in 3 hrs. Dry cleaning & Finished Laundry in 2 days. Bugs Washed

Ace Launderette

3 blocks from campus

Asa Wicke, 9th & Santa Clara

293-7228

An introductory program on TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION

as taught by ... MAHARISHI MAHESH YOGI

Wednesday – Oct. 15 – 8 p.m.

NEW COLLEGE UNION

Umunam Room

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

Students

ALUMNI

ome special if you prefer it 40% off

MOTOR & STILL

Camera: Supplies Projectors: Development

Filming

San Jose Camera Shop

146 South First

Portrait and Commercial Service

SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

JOSEF KIMI’s Conductor and Music Director

SPECIAL STUDENT SEASON TICKETS

The Beethoven Year Begins Dec. 3

OPERA HOUSE

 Большой - is celebrating

its silver anniversary

Elegant atmosphere and gracious service have long been the features responsible for the suc-

cess of this fine San Jose restaurant. Make res-

cervations now for an enjoyable evening that spans twenty-five years of dining pleasure.

1401 South First

At Alba

For reservations

Phone 292-1266

If a person is interested in

...710wL

...711owL

The

payoff,

A Saale on Skis and Boots and other Important Things

When Reef’s has a sale on Ski Gear, they do

eg limitless. In their latest campaign, a successful insurance agent has been a heart attack victim. He

has his own decisions concerning them, and we’re to ask him going to orange?

Get him to use Campus In-

tensity Program. Fall 3% of this company’s top agents learned and earning

this all in college. Do nothing and as far as your talents will be expected to

how our campus office today.

Long and Associates

675 N. 1st, Suite 507

297-3767

Provident Mutual Life

3151 Alum Rock Avenue

Open ‘til 9 p.m.

293-5365

When Reef’s has a sale on Ski Gear, they do
everything. They do it in a big way. In their latest campaign, a successful insurance agent has
been a heart attack victim. He has his own decisions concerning them, and we’re to ask him going to

at Reef’s, the Campus Intensity Program. Fall 3% of this company’s top agents learned and earning

this all in college. Do nothing and as far as your talents will be expected to

why Reef’s will have a presidential sale that you should investigate. Quality wood and metal

ski, skis, first-line hoots, and fine ski clothing will all be going for much less than you would ex-

pensive items of that sort that will be on sale.

3151 Alum Rock Avenue

Open ‘til 9 p.m.
A.S. Election Tickets Undecided Whether To Oppose McMasters

In the continuing evolution of who will run for the Associated Students (A.S.) executive positions and who will not, everyone is still undecided.

Bill Langan's ticket of last semester, John Neri and Reggie Torani, is still considering the other slates of last semester to see if they will run if the Langan ticket drops out.

According to Ns., Langan's ticket would like to have all the other tickets agree to drop out, then Langan's ticket will in turn do the same.

If one or more of the other tickets decide to compete against the "Good Guys" then the Langan ticket, which has first choice, will enter in the primary election and see if they will run for the special election.

The other tickets are still undecided whether to oppose McMasters or not, everyone is still undecided.

Whether To Oppose McMasters
Enlistments Steady Despite Draft Cut

Mert terms "the fairest." according to Di. Ved P. Sharma, the second faculty book talk of the semester to see if they will run out, then Langan's ticket will do the other tickets agree to drop out, then the Langan ticket, which has first choice, will enter in the primary election and see if they will run for the special election.

Lecture Canceled
Due to today's Vietnam moratorium, Prof. Walter Berendsen, chairman, discussion of "Painting and Reality" by Etienne H. Gilson, the second faculty book talk of the semester to see if they will run out, then Langan's ticket will do the other tickets agree to drop out, then the Langan ticket, which has first choice, will enter in the primary election and see if they will run for the special election.

According to the recruiters, the cutback may have had some effect, but it hasn't been noticeable. "It hasn't hurt us at all in enlistments." The Navy offers to oppose McMasters and who will not, everyone is still undecided.
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Mert terms "the fairest." according to Di. Ved P. Sharma, the second faculty book talk of the semester to see if they will run out, then Langan's ticket will do the other tickets agree to drop out, then the Langan ticket, which has first choice, will enter in the primary election and see if they will run for the special election.
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In Memoriam

Of the men who have needlessly given their lives in Viet Nam

Gnomon Copy Service
134 E. San Carlos